Modern and successful Textile Process House

Diamond Textile Mills Pvt. Ltd.
selects Merino Services to
implement Infor Solutions to
Drive Business Agility

Diamond Textile Mills is an established Manufacturer & Exporters of Cotton, Polyester,
Satin, Viscose, Rayon and Georgette Dress material and Shirting.

Delhi, India – November 5th, 2014
Mmerino Services a leading Business Consulting
and IT Services Company and a fully owned
subsidiary of USD 200 million Merino Group, today
announced that Diamond Textile Mills has selected
Merino Services to implement Infor ERP LN to
manage its complex business operations.

Merino services will deploy Infor LN to integrate Diamond Textile Mill's business operations across
multiple locations. Infor is fundamentally changing the way information is published and consumed in
the enterprise, helping 70,000 customers in more than 200 countries and territories improve
operations, drive growth, and quickly adapt to changes in business demands. Infor oﬀers deep industryspeciﬁc applications and suites, engineered for speed, and with an innovative user experience design
that is simple, transparent, and elegant.

News Points
 Infor solutions with a strong micro-vertical focus catering to complex manufacturing needs of

Diamond Textile Mills was selected over other solutions that were rigid, expensive to maintain and
lacked ease of use.
 With the combined strengths of Infor LN, the company will address its requirements of aligning

complicated textile manufacturing process with its long term vision of business growth.
 With the rapid deployment of Infor solutions, Diamond Textile Mills also aims to improve business

proﬁtability with reduced wastage, reduced order to cash cycle, increase accountability across the
organization and improve customer experience.

About Customer :
Diamond Textile Mills Pvt. Ltd. is an integrated Textile
Manufacturing unit with more than three decades of strong
foundation and a comprehensive healthy growth rate. With an
integrated approach to create a one-stop solution for its
customers, Diamond strives to cater to maximum number of
textile products. From yarn to fabric, its spinning to processing
setup enables the company to produce wide variety of
premium textiles.
Diamond Textile Mills is based in Ahmedabad, and an established name to reckon in India. The
company was established with a ﬁrm mission and a long term vision in 1981 by Shri Narendrabhai M
Patel. Diamond Textiles has witnessed many landmarks in this long journey. Focusing on innovation,
paving new paths and creating industry standards Diamond Textiles today, has earned a reputation of
being one of the most principled business houses in the Textile fraternity. Diamond Textile Mills has
modern and fully backward integrated units with infrastructure catering to Spinning, Weaving &
Processing thus providing its clients with unsurpassed value & quality.

About Merino Services

Powered with security and precision Merino helps to strengthen the business and drive proﬁt rapidly
A fully owned subsidiary of USD 200 million Merino Group, Merino Services is a Business Consulting
and IT Services company. Merino Group has a diverse business portfolio in the manufacturing industry
across segments such as modular furniture, high-pressure and low-pressure laminates, and farm-toplate.
Merino Services is committed towards improvement in its customers' businesses. Being a ﬁrm believer
in the value of long-term relationships, Merino's engagement mantra is “Partners to Progress”. Merino
Services specialize in design and implementation of technology-enabled solutions. Its zealous pursuit
to go the extra-mile to provide value-added services results in attainment of much more than the target
ROI from its services. Merino Services has a multinational footprint that is further accentuated by its
strategic alliance partners. Merino Services synergistically works with its partners to extend a wide
array of business oﬀerings across various industries. Merino team comprises of domain experts who
leverage the tools of innovation and creativity to overcome the unique challenges posed by each

About Infor

Infor is fundamentally changing the way information is published and consumed in the enterprise,
helping 70,000 customers in 200 countries improve operations, drive growth, and quickly adapt to
changes in business demands. Infor oﬀers deep industry-speciﬁc applications and suites, engineered
for speed, and with an innovative user experience design that is simple, transparent, and elegant. Infor
provides ﬂexible deployment options that give customers a choice to run their businesses in the cloud,
on-premises, or both. To learn more about Infor, please visit www.infor.com.
Infor customers include:
 19 of the top 20 aerospace companies
 12 of the top 13 high tech companies
 10 of the top 10 pharmaceutical companies
 84 of the top 100 automotive suppliers
 23 of the top 50 largest US hospitals
 43 of the top 50 industrial distributors
 26 of the top 35 global retailers
 5 of the top 9 brewers

